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Due to the traditional financial limitations, the study of the investors’ psychology
is not in a deep-going way. One of the cause is that the investors’ psychology is not
quite clear positioning.The second one is that the human psychology has a strong
subjective variability. So the investors’ psychology is hard to describe. In fact, the
investors’ psychology can be considered as the factor that integrates the various
factors that can influence the market. The changes of the psychology will guide the
investors’ operation strongly and presented to the market. So the study of the investors’
psychology has a very important significance to the stock market.
Domestic and foreign documents have briefly touched upon the study of the
investors’ psychology in the stock market. But they are limited to a theoretical styled.
Considered of the current situation of the study, this paper attempts to quantize the
investors’ psychology at first. Then the paper will do some demonstrations and
analysis that compared with the real stock market. Based on the main line of the study,
the paper is divided into three parts:
Part one: chapter one. Through introduced the stock market and economic
environment, it emphasizes the follows: the study should take the investors’
psychology as the main component and take the fuzzy membership and artificial
neural nets as the main analytical tools. Moreover, it gives the comprehensive
exposition about the related study in the domestic and foreign literatures.
Part two: chapter two and three. This part introduces the theories and knowledge
of the investors’ psychology, fuzzy and artificial neural nets. And it brings in the
knowledge of the behavioral finance as the basis of the contents of the study
(innovation point one). It shows the reason why the analysis should take the fuzzy
membership and artificial neural nets as the tools.
Part three: chapter four and five. This part selects the long-term and short-term
indicators of the investors’ psychology through a certain standard and constructs the














these indicators with the mode and does the primary comparison with the result
(innovation point two). To overcome the complex and nonlinear relationship in the
stock market, it uses the tool of artificial neural nets and the fuzzy data to get the
deeper compared result (innovation point three). Finally, it gets the conclusion
through the two comparative analysis and results.
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